
Now and zen
Mellow meditation aids for manic movers and shakers
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The battle against social media addiction 

and life-eclipsing work schedules is very 

real and the maintenance of mental 

wellbeing requires daily ritual and regime. 

This has led to a growing market for 

meditation aids that soothe all the senses. 

Here we contemplate a selection that 

should help you to keep calm and carry on.  

01. The Breathe app on the latest Apple  

Watch features a circular graphic that guides 

you through a series of deep breaths at  

a rhythm and duration that you set yourself. 

Series 4 watch, £1,399, by Hermès and Apple

02. Sort of Coal’s white charcoal blocks,  

made from Korean Holm oak, work as an air 

purifier when placed in a room, but also 

double as a scent diffuser when essential  

oil is added. Here it is teamed with Aoiro’s 

Hakudo botanical essence, a blend of  

botanicals designed to clear the air and  

mind. ‘Hakutan’ block, £85, by Sort of Coal; 

‘Hakudo’ botanical essence, €49, by Aoiro 

03. The ‘Le Sifflu’ peace pipe, by French  

design studio Smarin, aims to encourage 

longer breaths while strength is drawn from 

the diaphragm. By diverting attention to 

mindfulness, stress-induced tension can be 

released and better posture acquired. ‘Le 

Sifflu’ pipe, €90, by Stéphanie Marin, for Smarin 

04. This portable oak meditation stool – 

designed by Denmark’s Fundament Design 

and manufactured by social enterprise Hans 

Knudsen Instituttet – provides the optimum 

tilt to promote good posture, and in turn, 

good breathing. ‘Sedeō’ meditation stool,  

DKK820 (€110), by Fundament Design 

05. This meditation candle is the first 

accessory to be offered by New York’s  

new mindful living enterprise, 3rd Ritual.  

While the flame becomes a focus for your 

gaze, time is marked by a gentle ting as a 

brass peg embedded in the wax is released 

and hits the tray. ‘Bel’ candleholder and 

candles, $175, by 3rd Ritual 

06. Repetitive sounds can direct the mind 

away from outside distractions and turn 

it inward. Buddha loop boxes are low-tech 

machines originally designed by FM3 in 

2005 to loop meditative music. Last year, 

the company collaborated with composer 

Philip Glass and the colour palette broadened.  

Philip Glass Buddha Machine, £18, by FM3,  

from Cargo Records. Backdrop, ‘Istra’ linen  

in Faroe, £110 per m, by Romo
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